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To whom it may concern, 

I have had the pleasure of working with Alvaro Alvarez from 2011-2015 during our time as undergraduate students 
at Cornell University in Ithaca, NY. Alvaro was pursuing a Bachelor of Architecture degree and I a Bachelor of 
Science in Hotel Administration. Our seemingly different curriculums ultimately brought us together, working on 
design projects throughout our time at Cornell. Growing professionally and personally alongside Alvaro through an 
organization called HEC was a remarkable experience, and for me, created a deep admiration for Alvaro’s skills 
and abilities as a designer, leader and friend. 

Alvaro and I were involved in Hotel Ezra Cornell (HEC), a student-run organization within Cornell’s School of Hotel 
Administration (SHA) that executes an annual three day long hospitality conference for hundreds of industry 
professionals at the Statler Hotel and Statler Hall on Cornell’s campus. The conference typically includes hotel 
accommodations, an assortment of food and beverage events, and hours of engaging panels, presentations, and 
leisure activities for attendees. Both drawn to the conference’s need for aesthetics, Alvaro and I worked on the 
Design Team of HEC. Alvaro and I joined the Design Team as freshman assistants with small, specific roles, and 
by our senior years, we were the directors of a Design Team of roughly 30 students designing 15 events spanning 
3 days.  

Alvaro’s choices as a designer were always purposeful, impactful, and financially viable. He also embraced working 
with the culinary, beverage, and service teams simultaneously working to properly complete their tasks, rather than 
view this collaboration as an unavoidable challenge. His respect for other “trades” and willingness to listen and 
strategically adapt to their needs without sacrificing quality always produced results greater than the sum of the 
parts. Alvaro has a unique and mature understanding that design goes beyond aesthetics and needs to satisfy 
many different needs. Alvaro has vast architectural knowledge, but what differentiates him is how he thoughtfully, 
but efficiently takes the time to listen to and understand the differing needs and stakes of the guests, employees, 
and owners using the spaces he designs, and comes to an agreeable solution. 

As an upperclassman, Alvaro chose to share his design knowledge and experience with younger students by taking 
on project management roles. Together we tackled the challenge of meeting our Board of Directors’ and the SHA 
Dean’s requirements for the conference, while simultaneously supporting the creativity and visions of inexperienced 
students. I watched Alvaro handle this tricky position incredibly gracefully. He possesses the management skills to 
pull the best work from his team, while meeting the scheduling and financial demands of the organization. In this 
role, I watched Alvaro give each individual he interacted with his full attention and the same amount of respect, 
regardless of what pressure he was under, or whether he was speaking to the Dean or a freshman student.  

Alvaro was involved in the HEC Design Team all 5 of his years at Cornell, each year in a new, more challenging 
role. His commitment and design knowledge and management skills kept the organization moving forward, while 
his interpersonal skills retained students within the organization. I highly recommend Alvaro as a valuable addition 
to any team because of his knowledge, experience, and interpersonal qualities and hope I, myself have the chance 
to work with him again as Cornell alumni. 

Regards, 
 
 
 
Kelcey Wolff 


